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About This Game

The critically acclaimed Super Mega Baseball series is back with gorgeous new visuals, deep team and league customization, and
long-awaited online multiplayer modes.

Accessible mechanics. Deep skill curve. Visceral pacing. Light-hearted vibe. Serious simulation.

Rookie or baseball purist, SMB2 packs a mode for everyone. Compete in ranked matchmaking (1v1), dominate friends in
arranged matches (1v1, 2v1, 2v2), or take on the AI (solo, local co-op, online co-op) - all kept fair by Ego, the genre's most

flexible difficulty system.

Take in the sights and sounds of the ballpark:

Gorgeous stadiums using PBR rendering technology

New, more realistically scaled character models

Overhauled user interface

Got game? Show your stuff online:
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Dedicated servers

Competitive online matchmaking (1v1)

Cooperative online season play (2vCPU)

Friendly online exhibition play (1v1, 2v1, 2v2, 2vCPU)

Your team, your league, your way:

Edit player names, appearance, gear, animations and skills

Customize team names, logos, and uniforms

Create leagues and configure divisions and conferences

Choose game length, season length, and playoff bracket size

Take the field for a refined baseball experience:

Critically-acclaimed ‘Ego’ system with 100 difficulty levels

Realistic baseball simulation and accurate physics

Tight controls and fast-paced gameplay

Deep, multi-season stat tracking

Solo, co-op or versus play – online or off
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Title: Super Mega Baseball 2
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Metalhead Software Inc.
Publisher:
Metalhead Software Inc.
Release Date: 30 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated DX11 NVIDIA or AMD card

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

Additional Notes: Controller required for Pennant Race mode, recommended for all modes

English
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My biggest gripe is you cannot play others online without plugging in a controller. Kinda annoying since I am better on mouse...
since, ya know, control. I wish they would change this.

That said, the game has great mechanics, is consistent, and fun to play. If you increase your "ego" (difficulty multiplier) the
opponents get better and you can continue to challenge yourself. It is on a 0-99 scale so you can make it manageable to beat the
cpu if you are having trouble. There are lots of different play styles to choose from for teams. The players themselves have
attributes like "mojo" and "fitness" that will affect how they perform.

Overall, if you are looking for a sports game out there to play on pc, this is the best one.

-25 yr old. Have played: Madden, NBA 2k, Fifa, and lots of FPS and BR's. This is actually a fun and good game. Add me if you
want to play.. I don't like Baseball and I don't like where it's gone these days. I did like it back in the 50s, 60s and 70s and this is
where SMB2 takes me too, back to a time when the game was just plain fun and a blast to play. Then add to that I can play
online and customize my teams, can you say Perfect Storm! They got it right, I just hope they do the same with Football (or
Hockey).
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